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5 Percent Cuts for Education
If State Funding Continues to Decrease, JMU Could Continue Raising Tuition to Make Up for the Difference
By Scott Einsmann
and Katie Thisdell
The Breeze

The in-state tuition for this year
is $3,622 per semester, a 4 percent
increase from last year. And according
to JMU, tuition may continue to rise.
The revised budget for 2009-2010 was
approved by James Madison University’s Board of Visitors, who also heard
presentations on the university’s new
programs and future ideas Friday.
Charlie King, senior vice president
for Administration and Finance, presented the proposed budget to the
17-member board that addressed the
15 percent decrease in state funding.
Gov. Tim Kaine’s budget cuts for Virginia resulted in $9.8 million less in state
funds for JMU.
King said the state has reported this
is the first time in Virginia’s history
there has been two consecutive years
of decreased state revenue.
The revised budget reduces the
impact of the loss of funds by using federal stimulus to minimize the loss to 8
percent, or $5.3 million.
“These economic times that JMU
is operating in and all of us are in are
challenging,” said Meredith Gunter,
the rector of the Board. “Everyone has
questions, and no one has a crystal ball
about where [the economy] is going or
when we will recover."
JMU has three main ways to cover
these cuts: spreading cuts across all
divisions, applying reserve money,
which was set aside last year, and using
money that came from interest income
not budgeted previously.
The change will affect the education
and general funds, which in the original budget had $210.6 million in funds
for the year, and now has $205.3 million
after the 8 percent reduction.
The change in funding will not
affect funding for auxiliary enterprises (includes athletics), financial aid,
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The JMU Board of Visitors meets four times each year to make decisions for the university. President Linwood Rose shared
JMU's accomplishments, new programs and goals before the Board unanimously approved the changes to the budget.

“These economic
times that JMU
is operating in
and all of us are
in are challenging.
Everyone has
questions, and no
one has a crystal
ball about where
[the economy] is
going or when we
will recover.”

Breakdown of budget reductions
University Wide Reductions
Reduction of Operating Contingency
Application of Interest Yield

$3,296,245
$1,491,948
$500,000

Total Reduction $5,288,193

budget Revisions for 2009-10 (in millions)

— Meredith Gunter,
Rector of the Board

Education/General
Auxiliary Enterprises
Financial Aid
Sponsored Programs
Equipment Trust Fund

Original
$210.6
$138.4
$9.2
$36.9
$2.1

Revised Change
$205.3 -$5.3
$138.4
0
$9.2
0
$36.9
0
$2.1
0

Operating Budget

397.2

391.9

-5.3

source: Charlie King,
senior vice president for administration and finance

see Budget, page 4

A former JMU football player’s
plea agreement for alleged involvement in armed robberies was
rejected Friday.
Bradley Phillip Davis, 21, would
have gone to jail for about one year
for six charges related to armed robberies from 2006.
However, Rockingham County Circuit Court Judge T.J. Wilson
rejected the attempt for a plea deal
that was based on Davis’ cooperation Friday.
Davis, a linebacker for JMU in
2005, pleaded guilty for his role in
the robberies of the Valley Exxon
and TJ Maxx in June 2006 and September 2006.
Davis’ charges include two counts
each of robbery, conspiring to commit robbery and wearing a mask
in a public place. The plea bargain
would have been for one year and
seven months.
Following a request from Davis’
attorney, John Holloran, Wilson will
leave the case. Now another judge
will be appointed to the case, and
prosecutors are expected to present
the plea agreement again.
Michael B. Brown, another former football player involved with
the robberies, was sentenced to 31
years after entering a guilty plea
Aug. 28.
— staff reports

JMU Police Track Fraud Suspect with Video, in One Theft Case

Thefts on Campus Have Not Increased, But Some Students Say They Will Not Leave Items Unattended After Losing Thousands of Dollars
By Laura Lorenz
contributing writer

Unattended items on the JMU campus are not uncommon. Bags, cell
phones and keys save seats in dining
halls; bikes lay against buildings while
owners drop something off inside. It
has been assumed that such behavior
is evidence of a school where personal
property is respected.
Three students’ recent experiences
show otherwise.
Danielle Weaver, a senior hospitality
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“They’ve called me at least 10 times to keep me updated
on what they’re doing. We even saw video footage...”
— Molly Reed
senior

Weaver immediately went to the JMU
police to file a claim for the missing
items, and then she realized that other
classmates also had items taken.
Weaver, Molly Reed, and another
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Sophomore Corwin Acker's 65yard touchdown gave JMU the
advantage over Liberty 24-10.

classmate, Ashley Melone, all seniors,
were victims of the alleged theft in a
catering class on Sept. 7. By the next
day, the culprit had already charged
thousands of dollars to their credit card

accounts.
However, JMU Police and Public
Safety quickly started looking for the
suspect.
“They’ve been really awesome, and
they’re really on top of things,” Reed
said. “They’ve called me at least 10
times to keep me updated on what
they’re doing. We even saw video footage of the person charging our cards in
Home Depot.”
This video footage, along with other

see theft, page 4

Festival Celebrates
Local Diversity
By Aaron Koepper and Katie Thisdell
contributing writer and The Breeze

The rain hardly let up on Saturday, but the people kept coming
out anyway.
Undeterred by the cold, organizers and vendors turned out for
Harrisonburg’s 12th annual International Festival in Hillandale
Park, celebrating the area's diverse culture.
For an event usually serving 6,000 to 6,500 people, co-chair Vaunda Brown considered 2,000 attendees acceptable, considering the
weather.
“It’s that aspect of our human spirit that wants to have an adventure,” said Brown, about people wanting to learn more about the
world that’s represented in the area.
“I thought it would be mostly Hispanic,” added Kelly Zaleski, a
sophomore. “I didn’t realize how diverse Harrisonburg was.”
Zaleski thinks this may be due to the fact that many students are
stuck in the university bubble world, the world that revolves around
work, school and spending time with friends.
It is commonly assumed that Harrisonburg is a predominantly
white community. However a growing number of Iraqis, Russians,
Pakistanis and Ethiopians add to the Latino population and the
otherwise “white” area. Students are unaware of just how many different nationalities are present in Harrisonburg, much less within
the university itself. This year Ashby Hall, the international dorm
see festival, page 4
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and tourism management major,
dropped her bag off in a classroom
cubby as per lab policy like the rest of
her catering class.
“It’s pretty unattended where we
leave our stuff, but at the same time,
it’s in the basement of ISAT,” Weaver
said. “No one expected a stranger to be
there.”
While she did not notice anything
missing at that moment, the next morning she realized that her wristlets were
missing along with her house and car
keys.

u.S. census data

Harrisonburg

n White: 87%
n African-American: 6.7%
n Latino/Hispanic: 13.8%
n Asian: 3.7%
n American Indian/

Alaska Native: 0.2%

n Hawaiian/Pacific

Islander: no data available

n Foreign Born Persons:

9.2% (as of 2005)

n Language other than

English spoken at home:
13.9% (As of 2000)

photos by patrick haggerty/contributing photographer

(TOP) The alpacas and their owner visit Harrisonburg's International Festival every
year, where attendees can buy items made from their fur. (BELOW) Other vendors
from across the area come to showcase and sell cultural items.
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Obama: No Deadline
For Afghan Strategy

WASHINGTON
—
President
Barack Obama has not set a deadline
for determining a new strategy or for
committing more troops to the war in
Afghanistan, despite an urgent
request from his top commander, his
national security adviser said on
Saturday.
In an lengthy telephone interview,
retired Gen. James Jones outlined
Obama’s plans for reassessing the
war effort. Jones noted that while the
administration has seen some
progress in Afghanistan and
Pakistan, it remains uncertain about
the outcome of President Hamid
Karzai’s contentious bid for reelection.
Obama has scheduled at least five
meetings with his national security
team over the next weeks to reexamine Afghanistan and Pakistan
strategy. “Tuesday marks the start of
five scheduled intensive discussions
with the National Security Council,
as well as field commanders and
regional
ambassadors
on
Afghanistan,” Jones said.
He said he expects two of the
meetings to be held next week, but
stressed that there is no target date to
complete the review. “I don’t have a
deadline in my mind. I think the
most important thing is to do it right.
But it is going to have a high priority
in the administration to do this pretty
relentlessly. We have a lot of other
things on the table as well.”
In his classified assessment of Aug.
, Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the U.S.
and International Security Assistance
Force commander, said he urgently
needs more troops within the next
year or his mission will “likely result
in failure.” McChrystal advocated a
full counterinsurgency strategy in
which the military aggressively and
systematically protects the Afghan
population, and will request , to
, more troops to carry out his
counterinsurgency
mission,
according to sources.
The
upcoming
presidential
meetings will begin with the
assumption that the McChrystal
strategy is correct, Jones said, adding
that the president will “encourage
free-wheeling discussion” and that
“nothing is off the table.”
Asked why al-Qaida, which is
comparatively safe in its current
sanctuaries in Pakistan, would want
to return to Afghanistan, where more
than , U.S. and NATO troops
are stationed, Jones said, “That’s a
good question. ... This is certainly one
of the questions that we will be
discussing. This is one of the
questions, for example, that one
could come back at with General
McChrystal.” Jones said it remains
possible that, after a decision on
strategy by the president, McChrystal
might change his mind about the
need for more troops. “We will ask
General McChrystal, and say, ‘Okay,
now that you’ve heard what our
strategy is, does this affect your
thinking in terms of your resources
and, if so, how?’ ” Jones said.
Other advisers have pushed markedly different approaches to the conflict.
Vice President Joe Biden has urged the
president to adopt a traditional counterterrorist strategy focusing on military
strikes against al-Qaida in Pakistan and
on Taliban forces in Afghanistan.

U.S. Wants Nuclear
Facility Access

WASHINGTON — At talks scheduled for Thursday in Geneva with Iran,
the United States and five other major
powers will demand immediate and
unfettered access to the newly exposed
nuclear facility in Iran, including access
to people and documents involved in
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its construction, and they will insist that
Tehran abide by international rules to
reveal such projects before construction
begins, Obama administration officials
said Saturday.
Diplomats will also insist that Iran undertake confidence-building measures,
including answering questions about
suspected efforts to develop nuclear
weapons and accepting a timetable for
serious negotiations. Officials said that
there is no stated deadline, but that if
Iran fails to respond seriously by year’s
end, the United States and its partners
could begin to push for crippling sanctions targeting Iran’s economic and
financial links to the world.
In the wake of the facility’s discovery
near the holy city of Qom, “it is now a
choice for Iran, and the choice became
starker,” said a senior administration
official, speaking on the condition of
anonymity. As an inducement for cooperation, the United States and other
powers have offered economic and
diplomatic incentives if Iran reins in its
nuclear ambitions.
Iranian officials declared Saturday
that they notified the International
Atomic Energy Agency about the facility
in a timely fashion and that IAEA inspectors are welcome to visit it, though
they did not say when, or whether they
will be able to set up monitoring equipment. Ali Akbar Salehi, the head of
Iran’s Atomic Energy Organization, denounced the reaction from the United
States and other Western powers. “Their
embarrassing reaction and their unbalanced response has shocked us,” he told
state television.
In his weekly radio address, President Barack Obama emphasized the
importance of the showdown at Geneva’s historic Hotel de Ville, which will
also include diplomats from the United
Kingdom, France, Germany, Russia and
China — and will mark the first diplomatic encounter between Iran and the
Obama administration.
“This is a serious challenge to the
global nonproliferation regime and
continues a disturbing pattern of Iranian evasion,” Obama said. “That is why
international negotiations with Iran
scheduled for October st now take on
added urgency.” ”That is why international negotiations with Iran scheduled
for October st now take on added
urgency.”
“We are hopeful that, in preparing for
the meeting on October st, Iran comes
and shares with all of us what they are
willing to do, and gives us a timetable on
which they are willing to proceed,” Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
told reporters Saturday after meeting
with Arab foreign ministers on the sidelines of the U.N. General Assembly.

Mixed Taliban Funds
Hard to Track
KABUL — The Taliban-led insurgency has built a fundraising
juggernaut that generates cash from
such an array of criminal rackets, donations, taxes, shakedowns and other
schemes that U.S. and Afghan officials
say it may be impossible to choke off
the movement’s money supply.
Obama administration officials
say the single largest source of cash
for the Taliban, once thought to rely
mostly on Afghanistan’s booming
opium trade to finance its operations,
is not drugs but foreign donations.
The CIA recently estimated that Taliban leaders and their allies received
$ million in the past year from donors outside Afghanistan.
For the past decade, the U.S. Treasury and the U.N. Security Council
have maintained financial blacklists
of suspected donors to the Taliban
and al-Qaida. The U.N. list, originally
designed to pressure the Taliban to
hand over al-Qaida leader Osama bin
Laden, requires all U.N. members to
freeze the assets of designated Taliban officials and their supporters.
The U.N. and Treasury blacklists
were greatly expanded after the Sept.
, , terrorist attacks. Since ,

however, only a handful of alleged
Taliban benefactors have been added
to the lists.
Some American and Afghan officials said the U.S. government,
which had been a leading nominator of names for the U.N. blacklist,
paid less attention to Taliban donors
after the  invasion of Iraq. Until
recently, they said, Washington had
also been preoccupied with preparing sanctions against individuals and
companies doing business with the
Iranian government.
Richard Barrett, the coordinator of
the United Nations’ Taliban and alQaida Monitoring Team, said Taliban
sympathizers are much more skillful
today at masking their donations and
ensuring that the money cannot be
traced back to them.
“It’s been very, very difficult to
identify these people,” Barrett said.
“You can track the money flow and
say this money came from the Gulf,
but it’s a lot more difficult to confirm
the source.”
In July, Richard Holbrooke, the
Obama administration’s special representative for Afghanistan and Pakistan,
said the Taliban was reaping the bulk
of its revenue from donors abroad, especially from the Persian Gulf. Other
U.S. officials have noted that the Taliban
received substantial financial help from
Gulf countries during the s, when
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates — along with Pakistan — were the
only nations that gave diplomatic recognition to the Taliban government.
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Navy Wants Women
Allowed on Subs
WASHINGTON — The nation’s top
military officer has called for lifting the
ban on women serving aboard submarines, in a significant step toward
reducing the barriers to women in
combat.
Adm. Mike Mullen, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said he seeks the
change to broaden opportunities for
women in the military. “One policy I
would like to see changed is the one barring their service aboard submarines,”
Mullen wrote in answers to questions
from Congress before his recent Senate
reconfirmation hearing.
Lifting the ban would allow women
for the first time to serve as officers and
enlisted personnel aboard the strategic
fleet of fast-attack and other submarines where sailors live and work in
cramped quarters at sea for six months
at a time. After combat- exclusion rules
were lifted in the early s, women
in the Navy were allowed to serve on
surface combat ships and in combat
aircraft, but the ban on their employment in submarines remained.
The Navy has for years been exploring
how best to bring women into its submarine force. In a statement this week,
Adm. Gary Roughead, the chief of naval
operations, said he is “very comfortable
addressing integrating women” into the
force, but added, “There are some particular issues ... we must work through.”
One issue, he said, is living space.
Packed with specialized gear, spare
parts, and food and other supplies to operate independently for three months, a
submarine is extremely cramped. On
fast-attack submarines, approximately
 personnel live in space the size of
a three-bedroom house. Officers sleep
in three-person staterooms, each the
size of a small closet, and all  of them
share a single shower, sink and toilet.
For female officers to live on the
submarines, some three-person berths
would be reserved for them and they
would share the bathroom — known as
a “head” — with men in a time-sharing
arrangement. The submarines would
have to be modified to provide adequate privacy for enlisted women and
men, senior officers said.
Of greater concern, officers said, is
the rate of retention for women in the
Navy — about  percent, compared
with more than  percent for men
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— and the possibility that the integration of women could lead to gaps in
the relatively small submarine force.
Women often leave in their late s to
start families, although to improve retention the Navy in  lengthened to
one year the period that female sailors
can remain ashore after childbirth.

Ceremony Held for
Slain Yale Student
EL DORADO HILLS, Calif. — In a
ceremony filled with tears and song,
the people who loved Annie Le best
said goodbye to her Saturday.
The private Mass, held in the sloping foothills of the Sierra Nevada, not
far from Le’s hometown of Placerville,
came nearly two weeks after the year-old graduate student’s body was
found hidden behind a wall in a Yale
University laboratory building in New
Haven, Conn.
In eulogies, Le’s family and pastor
tried to reconcile the young woman’s
vibrant life with her violent death. “We
could ask a thousand whys for the rest
of our life,” said her pastor, Monsignor
James Kidder. Lee’s fiance, Jonathan
Widawsky, whom Le was to marry the
day she was found dead, did not speak.
He looked down somberly for most of
the service, his father squeezing his
shoulder, while Le’s family members
stood up one by one to remember her.
Dan Nguyen, , Le’s younger brother, said he loved his sister for “her
silliness and friendliness.” Whenever
she came home to visit, Ngyuyen said,
Le and her siblings and cousins would
play with stuffed animals and watch
cartoons together.
The ceremony, which was held at the
Holy Trinity Catholic Church in El Dorado Hills, was filled with prayers and
hymns. Much of the ceremony, including a rendition of “Amazing Grace,” was
in Vietnamese.
Le, a Yale graduate student in pharmacology, disappeared from a research

building at the university’s medical
school complex on Sept. . Five days
later, her body was found stuffed into
a -foot-long crawl space inside a
laboratory wall. The state’s medical
examiner reported that Le died from asphyxiation. A lab technician, Raymond
Clark III, was arrested on Sept.  and
charged in her slaying. Police have not
offered a possible motive. Clark has not
entered a plea.

Closed Car Dealers
Seeking U.S. Aide
WASHINGTON — A group representing closed Chrysler and
General Motors franchises is appealing to lawmakers and other
government officials in preparation
for talks that begin Wednesday to decide what, if anything, will be done
for automobile dealers cut off by the
industry’s restructuring.
The Committee to Restore Dealers
Rights is seeking federal legislation
or a negotiated solution to reverse the
dealer closings that GM and Chrysler
ordered starting in June. If they can’t
get the closings reversed, the group
says it may seek compensation or
other remedies.
Representatives from GM and
Chrysler, which were taken over by
the federal government earlier this
year as they headed toward bankruptcy, will participate in the discussions
along with federal lawmakers, the
Obama administration officials and
car dealers.
“We’ve got everybody at the table,
and we are hoping we can get an agreement that will allow these dealerships
to be treated fairly, or at least have the
opportunity to get a fair hearing and appeal their closure,” said Rep. Chris Van
Hollen, D-Md., who worked on the legislation. “To date, we haven’t seen a lot
of good faith from the manufacturers,
but we’re hoping that will change.”
— The Washington Post and Los Angeles Times
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Flu: ‘So Far, So Good’
Seasonal Influenza Vaccines to be Available on Campus Friday, Oct. 23
By Katie Thisdell
and Adrian Hall

The Breeze and contributing writer

With flu season starting this week,
JMU continues on its campus preparations for both the seasonal influenza

patrick haggerty/contributing photographer

Donna Harper, executive assistant to the
president, tells the Board of Visitors that
JMU is prepared for a possible outbreak.

and H1N1, also known as swine flu.
On Oct. 23, the University Health
Center will offer seasonal flu vaccines
to staff and students from 10 a.m. to 8
p.m. in the Convocation Center.
According to Donna Harper, executive assistant to the president,
Lynchburg-based Intravene said it
could vaccinate at least 1,500 people
for the seasonal flu that day.
Intravene also has a contract with
the University of Virginia and Virginia
Tech, so Harper said it’s a “good assurance” that the company will get 50,000
H1N1 vaccines later in the season to
split between the three schools.
“We’re hoping again that it’ll be minimal in terms of the impact,” Harper told
the Board of Visitors Friday. “So far, so
good, as far as on campus. The Health
Center is starting to see some cases that
could be the flu.”
However, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends
against testing for H1N1, and UHC is
following that advice.
Instead, UHC recommends students
self-isolate themselves for at least 24
hours after a fever subsides.
“The mild cases are not much different than even common colds with a
little cough,” said UHC Dr. Stephen Rodgers. “So, I can imagine a lot of students
wouldn’t and probably shouldn’t come
to Health Care if they are that mild.”

Rodgers said the biggest concern
about a student with swine flu is if the
illness turns into pneumonia.
UHC staff created a YouTube video
to demonstrate correct coughing and
sneezing skills, sent e-mail tips and
made new bus posters.
“The most important things are the
kind of self-care things,” Rodgers said.
“People being careful of how they cough
and how they sneeze, how they wash
their hands or how often they wash
their hands, those kinds of things.”
Harper said students are encouraged
to notify professors if they have either
disease, and faculty will “have more
consideration” for ill students.
In May, Harper said that all departments at JMU participated in a day-long
drill to prepare with the university’s
Pandemic Flu Task Force.
“We feel well prepared,” Harper said.
“We’ve created strategies, programs,
services to be able to help deal with
what we anticipate will start to happen
shortly, if not already.”
UHC staff will also be on the Commons this week during lunch hours to
talk to students who think they have
symptoms or other questions.
JMU President Linwood Rose also
told the Board that there are plans in
place for certain areas of campus where

photo illustration by Jake Thiewes/The Breeze

The University Health Center urges students to be careful of how they cough and
sneeze, and to stay away from public areas if they believe they are infected.

Seasonal influenza and H1N1 (swine
flu) share these common symptoms:
Fatigue
n High fever
Headache
n Chills
Runny or stuffy nose n Muscle aches
Stomach symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea (more common in children than adults)
n Dry cough and sore throat
n
n
n
n

Information from the JMU University Health Center and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

see Flu, page 4

Voting Change Allows Students
to Register with College Address
By Ryan Platt

contributing writer

The Commonwealth of Virginia
hopes to make registration easier for
students after the State Board of Elections unanimously passed changes
to a statute regarding student voter
registration.
The updated statute, passed in
August 2009, allows college students
to declare their dorm as their place of
residency. The statue says that a person’s place of residence is considered
the physical place where they live.
Voter turnout from college students in recent years has proved to
be less than enthusiastic, according
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The Registrar’s Office is located in the City Municipal Building at 345 S. Main
St. Voters can register until Oct. 5 for the Nov. 3 election, which includes the
race for Governor, Lieutenant Governor and Attorney General. The deadline for
applying through mail for an absentee ballot is Oct. 27.
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to Harrisonburg City Registrar Debbie Logan.
Last year’s registration numbers
reached close to 4,000 and were
impressive enough to cause an overflow in voters, causing the city to
change voters’ polling locations.
Logan attributes this to the surge
and the excitement centered on
both a presidential election year and
the historical significance of Barack
Obama’s candidacy.
“We would love to see [the enthusiasm] carry on,” Logan said.
While the new regulation will affect
some schools like Virginia Tech,
JMU is unaffected by the changes,
as Harrisonburg has always allowed
students to list their dorm as their
place of residency, Logan said.
Although registration numbers
are noticeably lower this year, Logan
noted that it is still early, and potential voters have until Oct. 5 to register.
Students can register to vote with the
registrar on campus on Mondays and
Tuesdays in Warren Hall.
Applications are also available
at the registrar’s office, the Harrisonburg Public Library and the
Department of Motor Vehicles.
Last year’s presidential election
brought major attention to the problem with student registration, after
then candidate Barack Obama held
a voter drive at Virginia Tech and the
see vote, page 4

Gubernatorial
candidates’ platforms
Creigh Deeds
n Make education and job

training more affordable
with loans for community
college students and a
“Virginia Promise Fund”
to curb tuition increases
during recessions.
n Provide tax credits to small
businesses for creating
new job and invest $10
million in job training.
n Prohibit insurance
companies from refusing
coverage because of preexisting conditions and
make them pay the full
cost of preventitive care.
— deedsforvirginia.com

Bob McDonnell
n Create more charter and

specialized schools to
prepare students for jobs
in high demand industries.
n Provide a $1,000 tax credit
per job to businesses that
create 50 new jobs, or 25
new jobs in economically
distressed areas.
n Provide affordable and
quality health care to those
with pre-existing conditions
and give incentives for
preventitive care.
— bobmcdonnell.com

Harrisonburg to Address Bicycle Safety Plan on Tuesday
By Laura Grayson
contributing writer

Freshman Morgan Stiebel recently
had a close call with a bus while she
was riding her bike across a street.
When she saw the bus coming her way,
she realized the road was too narrow
for the two of them.
“It had to slam on its brakes, and
everyone in the bus was thrown forward,” Stiebel, a nursing major, said.
“The bus didn’t even let me cross the
street; it just went around me. Everyone
on the bus stared at me as it passed.”
While she was physically unharmed,
other cyclists have not been so fortunate. On Aug. 25, 49-year-old Joseph
Mirenda, from Virginia Beach, was
struck by a car and killed near the
end of a 50-mile ride to visit his son at
JMU.
Now, Harrisonburg hopes to
do something about these safety
concerns.

On Tuesday, there will be a public
input meeting at 6:30 p.m. in Thomas
Harrison Middle School to discuss how
to modify the city’s bicycle plan.
Thanh Dang, the public works planner for Harrisonburg, said the city is
required by state law to change its plan
every five years.
“Basically, now we’re working on the
new updates to the plans which identifies what’s needed for pedestrians,
for bicycle access, new sidewalks and
other things like that,” Dang said.
According to Mary-Hope Gangwer,
spokeswoman for the Harrisonburg
Police Department, there have been
no other reported accidents this year
between bikes and vehicles. However, she said that unreported incidents
make the trend difficult to track.
There have been three pedestrian and vehicle incidents in the past
year. In January, JMU employee Sherry Anderson was fatally hit by a car on
South Main Street. A man in his 50s was

struck on Mason Street in March, and
a 78-year-old woman was struck on
Route 42 in August.

“It is especially difficult
when many of them
have headphones on,
so they don’t move out
of the way when I call
out to pass them.”
— linn baumgardt
junior

In 2008, 90 people died by walking or
cycling on Virginia roadways, according to HPD.
In addition to those deaths, 716
cyclists and 1,696 pedestrians were
injured. These crashes on the roadways

are often caused by lack of knowledge
and risky maneuvers by pedestrians
and cyclists as well as other vehicles,
according to HPD.
Governor Tim Kaine declared the
week of Sept. 13 to 20 as Virginia’s
Cycling and Pedestrian Awareness
Week. HPD partnered with several
other organizations, including Drive
Smart Virginia and BikeWalk Virginia,
to remind people of the rules and regulations of roadway safety.
Bicyclists must obey the same traffic signs as other vehicles do. There are
very important things to remember
when riding a bicycle around Harrisonburg and anywhere else.
JMU Police and Public Safety says
bicyclists should ride as close to the
right side of the roadway while going
with the flow of the traffic. Bicyclists are
prohibited to ride between two lanes of
traffic and to ride on the interstate.
Also, bicycles may be ridden on sidewalks and pathways unless otherwise

stated. However, bicyclists must always
yield the right of way to pedestrians and
must give a vocal signal when passing
them.
“Usually in the morning there are a
lot of people out walking around and
it’s difficult to get around them all,” said
junior Linn Baumgardt. “It is especially difficult when many of them have
headphones on, so they don’t move
out of the way when I call out to pass
them.”
Police say cyclists are not allowed to
carry any articles that would prevent
both hands from being on the handlebars. Cyclists must also remember that
they are not allowed to have earphones
in both ears while cycling.
Bright clothing and reflectors can
protect cyclists at night. Police say failure to follow these simple laws could
result in injury or even death.
Matt Sutherland and Katie Thisdell
contributed to this article.
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flu | Roommates Can Pick Up

Campus Food for Sick Students
from page 3

contact is frequent, such as Dining Services. For example, if a
student does fall ill, roommates
can pick up food from dining
locations so that the student can
still eat on campus food without
infecting others. Rose said they
have developed protocols on how
they will provide coverage and
otherwise handle an outbreak.
“So if we’re caught by surprise, it doesn’t mean that if we
have a real epidemic of this we
won’t have problems,” Rose said,
“but they have plans in place to
be able to address those kinds of
things.”
UHC has self-care guidelines
online for anyone who believes
they might have H1N1:
http://www.jmu.edu/healthctr/
CHI/selfcare.shtml.

RmH

Opens Flu Clinic

Rockingham Memorial Hospital’s flu
clinic opened Friday in the RMH Center
for Corporate Health in the Spotswood
Shopping Center.
According to Terri Huffman, director
of Primary Care Services, the clinic
would open if the amount of flu patients
going to the emergency room exceeded
the hospital’s ability to treat them in a
reasonable time. She said RMH wants to
keep people out of the emergency room
that don’t need to be there.
“The flu clinic will be open during peak
times the emergency room is busy, and
physicians offices are typically closed
during those hours, so we’re trying to
dovetail those times of greater demand,
so we can provide services,” Huffman
said.
Hours will be 6 p.m to 11 p.m Monday
and Fridays and 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays.

festival | Restaurants Sell Ethnic Foods
from front

plays a host to a wide range of nationalities: Middle Easterners, Africans,
Chinese and Eastern Europeans.
The festival featured booths from
organizations and people selling arts
and crafts, as well as ethnic foods, performances, children’s activities and
local services.
Moses Ndiritu, a native Kenyan
and Harrisonburg resident, stood
under his lone umbrella while displaying wooden animal figurines like
elephants and giraffes. He said the
pieces are made in Kenya, he sells
them at festivals for $10 and up, then
sends the money back to his home in
Kenya.
Nidiritu, who has been attending
the festival since it began said “When
[everyone] shares and exchanges their
knowledge, when people understand
one another, they learn to live in harmony and peace.”
Besides what Brown calls the three
E’s — entertainment, education and
eating — the festival includes local
services.

A popularity at the day-long festival
was the ethnic food, featuring everything from Venezuelan cuisine and
Puerto Rican to Ethiopian and German fare.
Students from three schools
— Bridgewater College, Eastern Mennonite University and James Madison
University — volunteered throughout
the park.
Protected from the rain under one
tent, students enrolled in an exceptional education course at JMU led
children’s activities. Although the
community service aspect is required
for the class at JMU, the volunteers
said they were learning just as much
as they were teaching the children.
Sophomore Janelle Sous said that
as she was helping a boy cut out his
handprint for a unity wreath, his
father showed her how to spell her
name in Arabic.
Other students from the class
helped children make beaded bracelets, which they could either keep,
or have sent to a child or solider in
another country.
“Lots of the kids have been here

Theft | 23 Thefts in September vote | Effects From
from front

from authorities: “[They] said it’s been
an increasing problem, I guess with the
clues, lead the police, as well as Weaver economy.”
and Reed, to believe the criminal may
Though insurance has reimbursed
be caught. Identified as a woman on the Reed for the fraudulent activity to her
security tapes, the perpetrator ordered bank account, she has lost more than
items online using the stolen cards, giv- just money.
ing the police both a delivery address
“The biggest hassle is trying to get a
and an IP address to track down her new New York license to Virginia. It’s
location.
going to take weeks,” Reed explained.
“They just haven’t been able to put
Weaver estimates she lost around $300
a name to a face yet,”
in personal items.
Reed said.
So what about the
According to the
campus-wide custom
S e p t e m b e r J M U “You can’t even trust
of leaving things unatpolice log, as of SunReed and
the people you go to tended?
day, 23 incidents of
Weaver agree that they
theft involving perschool with.”
will always keep their
sonal items (bikes,
belongings with them
— Danielle Weaver from now on.
purses, cell phones,
senior
wallets and parking
“It’s kind of disapdecals) have occurred
pointing,” Weaver said.
on campus. On Sept.
“You can’t even trust
8, the highest value of items for this year the people you go to school with.”
was stolen from a vehicle in the M lot,
The JMU Office of Public Safety
valued at $3,050. The items were a Gor- encourages all students to take greater
tex jacket, a laptop, an iPod, a GPS and care about leaving such personal propa light.
erties unattended.
In an ever-growing community, these
Egle’s advice matches the victims’
occurrences are nothing new. JMU wisdom.
spokesman Don Egle said he had not
“I don’t mean to minimize it, but it
observed any increasing trend in the seems relatively straight forward,” Egle
amount of thefts.
said. “If you have a purse, backpack, cell
However, Weaver heard differently phone, briefcase, take it with you.”

Richmond ‘Felt Every Day’
from page 3

local registrar falsely warned students of hefty fines for incorrectly
stating their place of residence. The
complications arose out of the statute’s ambiguous wording that forces
registrars to interpret it on a case-tocase basis.
Senior Lauren Gilbert, president
of the JMU College Democrats, is
optimistic about the changes and
sees the importance of voting in
local elections in addition to national
ones as a great opportunity for college students to get more involved in
college towns. She pointed out that
students spend a much larger portion of their year — between eight
and nine months — at the college
they attend, versus the sparse time
spent at their home for occasional
breaks.
Junior Andrew Patchan, chairman
of the College Republicans, said it’s
important for students to be involved
in the democratic process.
“We’re the ones more than anyone
in the country that will have to live
with the decisions made by current
lawmakers,” Patchan said. Students
are “becoming aware of the possible

repercussions of the government,
and they want to be involved and do
something about it.”
Why bother to take the time to get
registered, learn about the candidates, and get out and vote in these
smaller elections? When asked if she
planned on voting in the upcoming
election, freshman Kelsey Fisher
replied, “Voting for what?”
Election positions this Nov. 3
include state Attorney General,
representatives for the House of
Delegates and most notably Virginia State Governor. Democrat Creigh
Deeds and Republican Bob McDonnell are running against each other.
Members from both the College Democrats and Republicans
encourage students to register, and
they plan to hand out applications
for voting and absentee ballots on
the Commons.
Though there is not a federal election this year, both groups say it’s still
important to vote.
“The more localized politics are,
the more they have an impact on
our lives,” Gilbert said. “Even though
Richmond is two hours away, the
effects are felt every day.”

every year, but we’ve never heard of
it,” sophomore Hillary Scott said.
As JMU chemistry instructor
Gretchen Cessna watched her daughter, Iris, make bracelets, she said that
the family attends the festival nearly
every year. Cessna said that after living
in Zimbabwe, she likes showing the
international connection to Iris, 7.
Since 1997 the festival has grown
every year as more local organizations
get involved. Brown said it began as
an idea to have a flea market for the
city, and new programs are constantly
added.
The most recent change to the festival was the addition of a “Green
Village,”; the goal was to promote
environmentally friendly living across
different cultures.
Brown said that by modeling services such as recycling, people new
to the area or the country can learn
about ways to care for the earth.
This year, one part of the festival
began in June with Sunday dance lessons from Aztec dancers.
“It looked like they stepped out of a
history book,” Brown said.

budgeT |

Furlough Could
Save State Jobs
from front

sponsored programs and the equipment
trust fund.
Last year, JMU held $1.4 million from
stimulus money to ease future cuts,
which will be used this year.
“If you recall in June,” King told the
Board, “when we presented the budget
to you, we said we’re going to hold some
money aside, because we’re not sure the
budget reductions are over. And I’m so
glad we did that.”
Interest on tuition has also yielded
$500,000 available for this fiscal year.
“What about the next two years?” King
said about discussions during the morning’s financial committee meeting. “Well,
that is an issue. As the stimulus money
goes away, we’ll have a hole there that
we’ll have to fix with further reductions
or raising tuition is a possibility.”
The other option, King said, would
be for the economy to improve and the
state would replenish the money that
was cut from the budget.
King also discussed a possible furlough that Kaine is proposing. The
one-day furlough is predicted to save
100 state jobs.

Life
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Peace, Love, Smoke, Spaghetti
By Elizabeth Baugh
The Breeze

blast, private laser shows appeared in the
crowd with handheld laser pointers.
“If you like it, tell everyone you know. If
you don’t, don’t say s---,” said Sterling, promoting FUTURE’s new songs to the crowd.
On the side stage, New York-based Gothos
gave off a definitive new wave sound (think
Devo meets Talking Heads). The trio opened
by covering The Smiths’ “How Soon is Now?”
and proceeded through a handful of’80s favorites. They played a sterilized version of Nine

MOUNT SOLON, Va. — Midnight Spaghetti &
The Chocolate G-Strings got it right: “There ain’t
no party like a Spaghettifest party.”
The Spaghettifest Web site policy reads, “Leave
your glass bottles, weapons, fireworks and controlled substances at home.” Well there certainly
weren’t fireworks. Spaghettifest culture was centered around drug and alcohol usage.
From the vendors selling pipes and bongs to
the “Yes We Cannabis” tent to support the legalization of marijuana, it was evident that even the
hosts of this music festival were not concerned
with substance use.
Although the event took place throughout the
entire vicinity of Natural Chimneys Regional Park,
the real party seemed to be in the campsites. Hundreds of tents filled the park — some lit by strings
of Christmas lights, others displaying tapestries
and flags — all fully stocked with alcohol.
The camping crowd defined the arrangement
of tents as a sort of community where everyone
shares and hangs out together. “The vibe here is
so comfortable,” said Maggie, a local student and
second-timer at Spaghettifest. She enjoys the festival because it’s a smaller event where you can
run into the same people all day. Maggie was
especially impressed last year when she and her
friends came unprepared. “Last year we didn’t
bring anything and the people next to us shared
firewood and fed us.”
She then exemplified the sharing nature of Spaghettifest by passing her smoking paraphernalia
to a man who just sat down. He introduced himself as Bobby, and after taking a hit, he went on
to compare Spaghettifest to other music festivals
he had attended. He said, “Bigger festivals bring
bigger crowds and more bands, but this one is fun
because it’s smaller, and everyone’s just having a
good time.” He told Maggie that he had previously
sold some Mali, a form of ecstasy, to a man who
was now “having a great time.” She told him she’d
take two, and handed him the money.
The sharing nature of the event seemed rooted
in the exchanging of substances. Everyone came

see MUSIC, page 8

see CULTURE, page 8

7th Annual Spaghettifest
Features Music and Culture
More Than Just Music
By Drew Beggs
The Breeze

MOUNT SOLON, Va. —Deep in the Natural Chimneys Regional Park marked by
hundreds of tents was Spaghettifest, a threeday music festival, featuring 40 bands spread
on three stages, hosted by the funk band Midnight Spaghetti & the Chocolate G-Strings.
Unlike other music festivals, Spaghettifest
covers a broad spectrum of music, from ’80s
new wave, to funk and jazz. Just as diverse
was the crowd. While the average listeners

were college-aged, it wasn’t uncommon to
find a young child rocking back and forth or
a graying hippie who never left the ’70s.
When Washington D.C.-based FUTURE
opened their set on the main stage Friday
night, the audience turned into a mass defined
by foot-stomping and fist-pumping. Bodies
strutted in place, syncing to machine-gun
bass drumbeats or the easy flow of guitarists
Gordon Sterling and James Helle.
Epilepsy-inducing light shows cut through
the fog on stage and bombarded the squintyeyed crowd. With the fog machine at full

‘What’s Hot?’... Aziz Ansari
Stand-up Comedian From ‘Parks and Recreation’ Headlines at Memorial Hall

By Jeff Wade
contributing writer

Aziz Ansari is one of Hollywood’s
funny people. It says so on his résumé.
Fresh from cameos in this summer’s
“Funny People,” and a prominent role
in the NBC sitcom “Parks & Recreation,” Aziz brought his unique blend of
stand-up comedy to a packed Memorial Hall Friday.
Aziz received big laughs early on
when he opened his set reading from
The Breeze’s Breeze-O-Meter. The comedian bemoaned being rated lower than
Spaghettifest, a source of contention
that he would return to many times
over the course of his set.
Aziz’s blend of comedy is not reliant on one-liners, instead it mostly
focused on extended storytelling. Aziz
very carefully treaded the line between
cool Hollywood insider and an average mid-20s everyman. Material in
the latter mold played well with the
assembled audience, as jokes about
the Internet’s distracting nature drew

considerable laughs. It is difficult to
remain relatable when one of your best
jokes details an evening’s worth of misadventures with Kanye West, but Aziz
pulls it off with ease.
That isn’t to say his set was effortless.
The comedian discussed his struggle
to work out new material while on this
mini tour. Many of his jokes were recycled from appearances on late night
shows and content from his Web site.
These jokes began to show their age.
Some new material, such as his escalating Twitter war was gut busting, while
stories like the tales of his interactions
with a customs agent in Toronto were
merely amusing.
Late in the show, Aziz paused and
thanked JMU students for being the
best audience he has performed for on
his recent college tour. This was more
than just the standard nicety given by
performers, as he explained that JMU
was the only stop that did not incessantly yell and chant for his Randy
character and as a reward, Aziz slipped
into that persona for a performance

Movie Review

Remake Leaves
Audience Confused
By Rachel Dozier

The Breeze

Fame

One thing’s for sure about this year’s
remake of “Fame,” it definitely won’t
live forever. This misleading reconstruction of the 1980s classic did not do
its predecessor justice. The original film
was adapted to a TV show a few years
after the movie premiered and later a
stage version.
However, few will view this movie
as legendary. Calling itself an updated
version of the original, audiences went
in expecting to see their favorite characters like, Coco Hernandez, Montgomery
MacNeil and Doris Finsecker. Instead
they were met with Denise Dupree
(Naturi Naughton), Kevin Barrett (Paul
McGill) and Jenny Garrison (Kay Panabaker). These toned-down versions on
the originals brought the movie from its
R rating to one of PG.
It was difficult to tell if this new version was trying to be a remake or not.
Keeping famous quotes, such as “Here’s
where you start paying… in sweat,” did
nothing but confuse the audience. The
movie began with lighting up the traditional “Fame” logo while a chorus sang
the word ‘remember’ in the background



wholly unique to his JMU show.
Randy (officially typed with eight A’s)
is Aziz’s parody of modern comedians
and the subject of a series of hilarious
Web videos. Randy is a fiendishly clever satire of catchphrase comedians.
In contrast to Aziz’s storytelling, Randy’s jokes consist of lowest common
denominator material, mostly revolving around his odd sexual exploits.
Aziz played this part with a surprising enthusiasm given his reluctance
to do it, hopping around and spinning
spastically, capturing the lame physical gestures of lesser comedians. This
performance was capped off by an
explanation about the true reason for
the popularity of Spaghettifest that
brought the crowd to tears.
Annie Blewett, UPB president, said
the secret to getting the best acts available at JMU is to book those “about to
be really famous.” If Aziz’s upcoming
stand-up special for Comedy Central
captures the same energy as his performance on Friday, he’s just about
there.

Joey Klimchuk/contributing photographer

Aziz Ansari holds up the Life section of The Breeze Friday night. Ansari was upset to
learn he was “less hot” than Spaghettifest on the Breeze-O-Meter.

In a campus of more than 18,000 students, you never know what could come out of someone’s
mouth. Here are some interesting quotes that students overheard at JMU.
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107 minutes | PG
Starring Kay Panabaker, Kelsey
Grammer, Megan Mullally

hinting at the hit song “Fame.” As the
movie went on, there were moments
where the songs hinted that they would
transition into the headliner. However,
it never happened. There was no crowd
of students dancing in the street; the
song “Fame” was played in the credits. The other music was disappointing
as well. The only songs that stayed true
to the original were “Out Here On My
Own” performed by Denise and an illusion to the “Hot Lunch Jam.”
On top of the inconsistency in music,
director Kevin Tancharoen could not
seem to decide which decade he wanted the movie to be in. In the opening
audition scene, the school looked
run-down and outfits seemed more
see MOVIE, page 6

Girl donating blood: “How long is this going to take? I
need to beat my boyfriend’s time.”
Confused viewer: “Freddy Prince Jr.? I don’t even
know who that is. Was he on ‘Fresh Prince of BelAir?’ Did he play Carlton?”
Confused audience member: “I thought Gandhi was
going to be there, and then I realized he was dead.”

Friendly visitor: “I guess I’ve established some kind
of status here if I can pee on your couch, and we can
still be friends.”
Math student: “The key to happiness is to lower your
expectations.”
Girl on phone: “You were in the Fairfax one so weren’t
the people nicer?... Well I guess a jail is a jail.”

The Life Section wants “classy” humor for
Overheard @ JMU:
We get it, it’s college. However, due to an increase in the number of ‘that’s what she said’
submissions, the Life Section is requesting tasteful one-liners or conversations to be submitted.
Things can be funny without being overly crude. Just want to help you stay classy JMU.
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TV REviews

‘Community’ Excels, ‘Bored to Death’ Falls Flat

Without mincing words, this
is the best new show of the year
and recent memory. Joel McHale
(“The Soup”) starts as Jeff Winger, a lawyer disbarred after the
discovery his law degree is from
Colombia, the country, not the
university. Jeff is then forced to
attend community college to
regain his degree.
Upon entering community
college, Jeff is smitten by Britta (Gillian Jacobs), a student
that brushes off Jeff’s advances
due to stress over an upcoming
Spanish test. Seeking an easy in,
Jeff brags about his nonexistent
Spanish skills and agrees to form
a study group with Britta.
In typical sitcom fashion, Jeff’s
study group expands beyond
just Britta to include a group of
comedic misfits. The highlights
include statesman of comedy
Chevy Chase who plays Pierce
Hawthorne, an elderly gentleman with a self-made moist
towelette fortune. The breakout
character here is Danny Pudi
(“Greek”) as his Asperger syndrome-afflicted Abed gets the
best lines of the pilot, including a spirited “Breakfast Club”
inspired rant.
“Community” is fully formed
and has the strongest aspects of
the sitcom formula. The jokes
are rapid and clever. The characters are cast perfectly, from
the smarmy McHale to the
sweetness of Jacobs. The single
camera format allows for a forward motion. “Community” is
everything one could want in a
new show: funny, enjoyable and
with an understanding of the
importance of character that

This show shares a lot of the
strengths of “Community” and
is a close runner up to the title
of best new comedy. It wrings
humor from the oddest place: a
fully functional family.
“Modern Family” depicts the
struggles of three families. One
is a typical suburban family consisting of an overprotective Mom
played by Julie Bowen and a desperate-to-be-cool Dad played by
Ty Burrell. Their conflicting parenting styles clash as their eldest
daughter begins to date, and
Bowen desperately attempts to
keep her daughter from becoming the hedonistic party girl she
was in her youth.
Meanwhile, a committed gay
couple comprised of Mitchell
Pritchett (Jesse Tyler Ferguson)
and Cameron (Eric Stonestreet)
Ferguson are bringing their
adopted daughter home from
Vietnam. Conflict springs from
the tension with how to introduce their new daughter to their
lifestyle, with the comedic highlight being a misguided mural
commissioned by Cameron for
their child’s nursery
On yet another side story, the
middle-aged Jay played by “Married With Children’s” Ed O’Neill,
is struggling to keep up with his
younger wife Gloria, played by
the feisty Sofía Vergara, and her
10-year-old son. The generation
gap between Jay and his stepson results in the pilot’s funniest
scences.
These three seemingly unrelated groups are revealed to be
part of the Dunphy family, a
move that, if it weren’t for the
promotional campaign of the
shows, would be generally surprising. All of the plots here
converge, and the conclusion is
unexpectedly tender considering how easy it would be to go
in a more hateful direction.
There is a lot going on in
“Modern Family” and it is a testament to the strength of the show
that it can introduce 11 main
characters in its pilot and still
have them appear fully formed

Grades

Fall TV Premieres

A
B+
B-

“Community”			
“Modern Family“			
“Cougartown”

		

“Accidently on
Purpose”				

D
D-

“Bored to Death”			
and fleshed out. Modern Family
blends the best aspects of new
and classic sitcoms. It is the classic style of the best ’70s sitcoms
filtered through the mockumentary style of “The Office.”

“Cougartown”
(ABC Wednesday 9:30 p.m.)

Perhaps benefiting from
decreased expectations of
another show, it was actually
much better than it has a right
to be. Courtney Cox returns
from the expanded cable abyss
to play Jules Cobb a newly single
40-something with her teenage
son Travis (Dan Byrd). After a
few montages of being lonely,
Cox takes up the advice of her
friend and goes on the prowl for
a younger man.
The best parts of the pilot do
not come from Jules’ sexcapades,
though the amount that got past
censors is rather surprising considering this is network TV. The
best aspects of the pilot come
from the interplay of Jules with
her son’s friends. Dan Byrd does
an excellent job as Travis, showing the same talent he did in the
great “Aliens in America.”
The influence of creator Bill
Lawrence is felt here, and much
like “Scrubs,” the show rises
above a rather cliché premise.
It also helps that Jules is essentially Elliott Reid from “Scrubs”
grown up. “Cougartown” seems
disjointed and lacking a true
identity after the pilot episode.

It is running in several different
directions yet it’s funny enough
and given some time it could
end up being a solid way to kill
a half an hour.

“Accidentally on
Purpose”
(CBS, Monday 8:30 p.m.)

Basically “Knocked Up.”
Jenna Elfman (“Dharma and
Greg”) stars as Billie, a middle
aged film critic on the rebound.
Billie goes out and with the
encouragement of her friend
Olivia (Ashley Jensen, “Extras”)
hooks up with a hip-youngtwenty-something named Zack
(Jon Foster).
To save everybody from the
implausible idea that more
than one person would want to
sleep with Jenna Elfman, Billie’s
one-night stand results in her
becoming pregnant. Billie tells
Zach that she is pregnant, and
he decides to stay and support
their future child.
The whole set up grates, and
it is perhaps the most generic sitcom premiering this year.
Elfman portrays Billie as being
overly quirky making her shrill
and unlikable. The show begs for
these antics to be found funny,
as the constant and unearned
laugh track plays in the background. It’s not awful, just mostly
bad.

“Bored to Death”
(HBO, Sunday 9:30 p.m.)

ABC is attempting to launch
a comedy night on Wednesday,
and with two very likeable shows
in “Modern Family” and “Cougartown” it has the foundation
of a solidly entertaining night.
The batting average will go
down next week with the premieres of “Hank” staring Kelsey
Grammer and “The Middle”
which both are almost instantly forgettable. Pair the prior two
with the midseason replacements of the quirky “Better Off
Ted” and a revamped “Scrubs,”
and ABC would have a great two
hours of programming.
They might have a block as
good as NBC has. The addition
of “Community” combines with
a vastly improved second season
of “Parks & Recreation” and the
consistently great “The Office”
and “30 Rock” to create a comedy “Voltron.”
It is a block so solid that it
almost makes up for what the
network is doing with Jay Leno
every night. Almost.

‘Fame’ Fails
To Tell
Multiple
Stories

from page 5

1980s, giving the audience the
impression that the movie would
be an exact replication. However,
as the movie progresses students
sing ‘90s songs at local karaoke
bars, and Jenny asks someone to
text her. This mixed-up sense of
time did not show that “Fame”
was timeless but rather bewildered the audience.
The acting left something to
be desired as well. No character was featured enough for the
audience to really connect with
them. When the distressed Kevin
attempted to commit suicide
at the subway station, not only
is it clear that it won’t happen
(the movie is rated PG), but it’s
hard to remember who Kevin is
amongst the throng of white, sandy-haired boys who all claim to
be main characters.
The movie tries to follow
almost 10 students while failing
to capture anything substantial
from any of them. The overly
shy Jenny Garrison leaves the
audience wondering how she
even got into the top performing
arts school in the country. Even
at graduation her meek voice
stands out against the pure, pop
boy band sound of Marco (Asher
Brook) and the sultry, diva sound
of Denise.
Alice Ellerton (Kherington Payne), the new Hilary van
Doren, not only is on screen too
little to be the villain, but when
she leaves her boyfriend Victor
(Walter Perez) the audience has
forgotten they’ve been dating.
How can this movie even be considered a “guilty pleasure” when
the mean girl is never mean?
Overall, 2009’s “Fame” did not
fly, it flopped.
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No minimum balance



No monthly service charge



Free StellarOne Visa Check Card1



Ooops! card good for one Insufficient Funds (NSF) item



Two free non-StellarOne ATM transactions per calendar month2

Free Online Banking with all the extras:
Bill Payment  eStatements1 

eAlerts



Free, unlimited transactions at over 65 StellarOne ATMs



Pay Yourself First savings plan



SafetyNet from StellarOne



Interest rate discounts on qualifying loans3 with
auto-payment from your Campus Checking account

Together, this is simple. Campus Checking from StellarOne.
Excellence. Partnership. Service.
Get cash  Pay bills  Track spending
Learn more at www.StellarOne.com
1. Enrollment in eStatements and StellarOne Visa Check Card must occur within 30 calendar days of
the account-opening date; otherwise the account will be converted to a standard checking account
and subject to the applicable checking terms and service fees and no longer eligible to receive two free
non-StellarOne ATM transactions per calendar month; 2. Non-StellarOne ATM owners may impose a surcharge on all transactions. Additional ATM transactions at non-StellarOne ATMs are $1.50 each. 3. All loans are
subject to credit approval.
Valid student identification and $25 minimum deposit are required to open this account; subject to approval.
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“Community”
(NBC, Thursday 9:30 p.m.)

“Modern Family”
(ABC, Wednesday 9:00 p.m.)

Easily is the biggest disappointment of the fall season by
an immeasurable amount. What
could go wrong with a show
prominently featuring Zach
Galifianakis and Ted Danson on
HBO? Casting Jason Schwartzman as the lead. Schwartzman
plays Jonathan Ames, a writer
who places a Craigslist ad for
his skills as a private investigator after immersing himself in
old detective novels since his
girlfriend left him. Cue wacky
amateur investigating, plenty
of ennui and a bad indie rock
soundtrack and there is “Bored
to Death.”
The plot is paper thin, while
the characters are caricatures
with little to no growth. HBO
has had success with this kind
of show before with comedies such as “Flight of the
Conchords” and “Curb Your
Enthusiasm” which both do the
low-key type of humor infinitely better than “Bored to Death.”
A show that is unfortunately
true to its title.
Reason enough to tune it out?
It is billed as a “noir-otic” comedy. Ugh.

n

With the new fall TV season in
full swing, a glut of new programming has begun to hit the air.
As with every season the good
to bad ratio is pretty low. Without a doubt there are a couple
of great new comedies this season, as well as those that could
be the worst part of a swine flu
quarantine.

rewards loyal viewers.

l

By Jeff Wade
contributing writer

Movie |

n
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Opinion

EDITOR: elizabeth baugh | breezeopinion@gmail.com

JOHN SCOTT

EDITORIAL

Image Solution
    this year of alcohol-related issues at
JMU. Various decisions have upset students, and rightly so, as
they were not consulted.
But there’s at least one aspect of the issue that students do
have control, but consistently neglect: image.
We do not advocate underaged drinking, but a critical side of
the argument is reinforced when observing the state of apartment complexes on a Sunday morning. Upward of  Solo
cups strewn around the buildings of most housing complexes
is ridiculous. Students often complain about police presence
and not receiving enough credit for the responsible partying
and drinking that goes on. If they’re wondering, here is why.
For a student body so keen on environmental issues, it is comical that many students find it acceptable to chuck their cups on
the ground. These areas are not our personal yards.
The mess created by first-week block parties is expected, but
we’re now five weeks in and we are still trashing our own communities. When did having a few beers impair the ability to use
a trashcan?
We challenge students to act like adults instead of spoiled
children. Have more respect for your property.
If students want the surrounding community’s benefit of the
doubt, they should stop acting like immature drunks, so others
can ditch the unfair label.
Tim Chapman
Adrienne Goldberg
Katie Thisdell
Nabeela Hasan
Serving James Madison University Since 1922
Elizabeth Baugh
Rachel Dozier
“To the press alone, chequered as it
Drew Beggs
is with abuses, the world is indebted
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don’t tread on me

In , James Madison wrote, “The
right…of free communication among
the people…has ever been justly
deemed the only effectual guardian of
every other right.”
That’s a hell
of an argument
for the protection of the First
Amendment.
Recently, the
university
named after
the father
of the U.S.
Constitution
made a small revision to one of
its judicial policies. The revised
policy in question, J24-101, reads:
“No student shall engage in lewd,
indecent or obscene conduct or
expression, regardless of proximity to
campus.” Originally, the prohibition
was limited to “university property
or in university-owned or operated
buildings.”
I couldn’t believe my eyes when I
read it. It seemed James Madison University was trying to regulate free speech
outside of its borders. Can administrators even do that? Constitutionally and
ethically, the answer is no.
Worried about the situation, I met
with Josh Bacon, director of the Office
of Judicial Affairs, last Thursday to have
my questions answered. He informed
me the policy was revised in June 
by Judicial Affairs to protect students
from “people who have been exposing
themselves off campus.”
Many students were concerned
Judicial Affairs would trample their
First Amendment rights with the new
revised policy. I wanted to ensure

indecent exposure was the only violation Judicial Affairs was trying to charge
students with under this policy. Bacon
concurred: “In terms of protected
speech and online speech, we are not
going to charge people with that.”
I hope Bacon’s statement about the
policy’s interpretation is valid. However, if students can be charged under the
revised policy based on individual circumstance, isn’t there a chance Bacon
could renege his guarantee? Sure, indecent exposure was the original cause for
the revision, but what if a different situation concerning the policy in question
arises where Judicial Affairs feels the
need to charge a student? This is exactly why personal guarantees do not hold
the same legal weight as written policy,
as it should be.

Students should be wary
of the obscene conduct
policy, not for its definition
but its interpretation.
Either way, I think this would have
never been an issue if the Office of Judicial Affairs had considered a couple of
points before revising the policy.
First, when I asked Bacon if there
was any student input on the revision,
he said, “[The Student Judicial Coordinators] have a chance to give feedback
[on judicial policies] throughout the
year.” He could not remember, however,
whether the coordinators specifically

DARTS

A Worldly Approach to Healthcare

I have been quite discouraged by
the fact that people in this country
and on this campus don’t understand
the importance of healthcare as a
fundamental and basic human right.
Although the healthcare bill is frequently discussed as an economically
beneficial or disadvantageous plan,
people, especially politicians, are ignoring the true importance of this bill. The
healthcare bill should be undoubtedly
supported by Congress as a long-term
solution to poverty, welfare reform,
economic stability and human rights.
With the unemployment rate nearing  percent, I find it highly unlikely
that the unemployed working and middle classes can afford an expensive
private insurance plan. Even if one
were actively seeking a job to support
themselves and their family, it is also
unlikely they would be able to show up
to work if they were sick and unable to
afford a remedy.
To buffer against extremely dire
economic situations like the recession
and long-term economic stability, our
Founding Fathers decided it was necessary for the state “to provide for the
general welfare.” Some may disagree
that the Founding Fathers intended on
protecting their citizens of sickness,
however it is a fact that the International Bill of Human Rights is largely
based on our constitutional morals and
rights.
Along with being based primarily
on the U.S. Constitution, the International Bill of Human Rights is based on

STEVEN KNOTT

|

“religious beliefs and cultures around
the world,” thus explaining why according to Guinness World Records, it is
the “most translated document in the
world.”
In this document, which was explicitly added for the purpose of “defining
fundamental freedoms and human
rights appearing in the UN charter,”
article  states: “Everyone has the
right to a standard of living adequate
for the health and well-being of himself
and of his family, including medical
care and basic social services.” This
document was adopted by  nations,
including the United States on December , .
The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights has served as the basis for two
binding human rights covenants, the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights.
Within the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Article
 states that everyone has the right
to “the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of physical and
mental health.” Furthermore, it is the
duty of states to protect this right by
ensuring that everyone within their
jurisdiction has access to the underlying determinants of health through a
comprehensive system of healthcare,
which is available to everyone without discrimination, and economically
accessible to all.”
Interestingly enough, there are a
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number of countries that have made
certain reservations to their individual
applications of the Covenant. The U.S.
has ratified the Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, but various presidents
and congresses have inhibited the
complete ratification of it. Ratification
of this agreement would inevitably lead
to the institutionalization of a basic
healthcare coverage by the U.S. government, so as to avoid sanctions and
punishment by the United Nations.
As of December ,  parties
have completely ratified the Covenant
on Economic, Social, and Cultural
Rights. Unfortunately for our unemployed and impoverished citizens
without healthcare, this very Christian
and supposedly moral “city upon a hill”
has done nothing but reject one of their
basic human rights.
If the United States wishes to regain
its place as the moral standard of the
world and become a major player in
human rights protection, it should start
by complying with some basic treaties
and beliefs that are upheld by everyone else in the world. In my opinion,
basic human rights based on common
moral, cultural and religious beliefs are
the backbone for a more stable world
and society. Without stability and a
healthy working and middle class,
our nation is doomed for increased
economic inequality and frustration
among the poor and sick.

gave feedback about the judicial policy in question. It is obvious students
brought this to the public’s attention.
Perhaps if a student had significant
input in this situation, the revised policy would never contain such broad
language, and most importantly, would
have never frightened students.
Second, Judicial Affairs’ interpretation of the policy and the literal
interpretation of the policy are completely different. Judicial Affairs only
wants to regulate students exposing
themselves in the JMU community,
which includes the surrounding Harrisonburg area. Bacon informed me that
Judicial Affairs has no intention of regulating outside of the JMU community,
much less the entire world. However,
the literal interpretation of the policy
originally panicked students. In my
previous column, I suggested the same
principle to Sunchase apartments:
Write what you mean.
Finally, if this policy survives and
Judicial Affairs experiences staff
changes, will the new staff interpret
the policy in question the same way
the current staff does? What if the new
staff followed the literal interpretation?
Obviously, a literal enforcement of this
policy would be a nightmare.
In closing, students should be wary
of the obscene conduct policy, not
for its definition but its interpretation.
With that said, the type of judicial discretion Judicial Affairs wields is simply
unethical. I encourage Judicial Affairs
to immediately rewrite the policy
using language that reflects their true
intentions.
John Scott is a senior writing, rhetoric

& technical communication major.

PATS

DARTS & PATS ARE ANONYMOUSLY SUBMITTED AND PRINTED ON A SPACE-AVAILABLE BASIS.
SUBMISSIONS CREATIVELY DEPICT A GIVEN SITUATION, PERSON OR EVENT AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE TRUTH.

breezejmu.org» SUBMIT DARTS & PATS

An “ahhh-my-eyes!” dart to
the girl who repeatedly flashes us
every time she stands up in class.
From those of us sitting
behind you who don’t care to
know what color underwear you
have on.
A “tight-clothing-is-aprivilege-not-a-right” dart
to all the ladies on campus who
don’t have full length mirrors.
From a guy that appreciates a
good camel toe but knows when
it comes to camel toes, less is
more.
A “you-saved-my-life” pat
to my hallmate who gave me the
Heimlich when I was choking on
a sinus pill.
From a girl who needs to learn
to pop pills properly.
A “crikey,-that-was-a-closeone!” pat to the girl who stood in
the middle of Carrier Drive so a
snake wouldn’t get run over.
From two students who think
Steve Irwin would be proud.

Julian Carta is a senior international
relations major.

A “this-is-college,-notBaywatch” dart to the girl who
wore nothing but a pink sports
bra and denim shorts to all her
classes.
From a freshman girl who
knows to leave some for the
imagination.
A “heck-no,-I’m-not-goingto-open-up-your-mail-box”
dart to all the freshmen who can’t
figure them out.
From the boss.
A “somewhere-in-the-worlda-polar-bear-just-died” dart
to the soccer team who threw
empty water bottles out of their
cars and left them there.
From a senior motorist who
knows how to recycle.
An “I’m sure you have a
great personality” pat to all
the darts and pats that don’t
make the cut.
From a pat who thinks all
darts and pats make the world
go round.

contributing writer

If You Want Change, Then Change

Late last week a freshman I didn’t
know e-mailed me. This freshman
political science major read my piece
on alcohol reform and thought I would
be the best person to talk to about
pushing for a change, because he knew
I was advocating one.
I gave him the best advice I had.
However, the situation indicated a
problem that has been clear for years,
especially the past few weeks: there is a
disconnect between the students who
attend this school and the administration that runs it.
A journalist can draw attention to
a problem or provide an opinion as
to how to fix it; but he or she cannot
rewrite laws, policies or social norms.
What students should do if they have
a problem that needs addressing is go
directly to someone who can fix it. At
the very least, you will understand the

editorial
policies

problem from another point of view.
For a while, I blamed JMU’s administration for this disconnect. I thought
they were hiding changes or motivations
from students to avoid controversy.
After I sat down with Mark Warner, the
senior vice president of Student Affairs
and University Planning, I realized that
this is not the case.
Regardless of how certain policy
changes have been interpreted over the
past few weeks, Warner emphasized,
“Something that’s being missed is that
what’s driving [the administration] is
student safety . . . that’s bottom line
for me”. It is not to prohibit students
from enjoying themselves. According
to Warner, every change the university
makes, it does so thinking about how
those changes are going to affect the
students.
The attitude that many students

at our university have is that college
is some sort of limbo between being
restricted by our parents and being
restricted by the law. College should
not be a free-for-all in which adolescents can act irresponsibly and get
away with it.
The time we spend in college needs
to transition us from acting in ways just
to appease our parents to acting in ways
that will make us feel good because of
who we are.
Some students feel JMU’s administration tries to restrict or sanction too
many student behaviors. These students feel the administration has no
business meddling in some of these
issues; but the administration feels it
is simply attempting to bring us out of
our limbo mindset and prepare us for
the “real world,” the world in which we
will all have to make choices, take risks

and assume responsibility for whatever
consequences may come with them.
Warner acknowledged that many
JMU students will participate in activities the university does not necessarily
condone, but the school’s intentions
are not centered on enforcing the law
with an iron fist. Some students will
invariably break the rules, but they
need to stop getting angry at authority
figures for enforcing them and simply
start acting more responsibly.
Among students who I’ve interviewed in the past few weeks, many
have said they have a problem with
at least one aspect of the university’s
administration. However, they also
say they have done nothing to try to
address these problems. This is where
a change needs to happen.
It is hypocritical of our students to
complain about so many issues among

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns.
Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest Columns must be no more than 550 words.

friends, yet refuse to interact with those
trying to engage these issues.
JMU is a great school; I have yet
to find a student who disagrees with
that. Mark Warner stated to me, “[The
administration] welcomes the input of
students, because that’s how we can do
a better job”. If we as students begin to
collaborate and interact with the people who run it, I have no doubt that we
can make it better.
Nearly every level of JMU’s administration that I have come in contact
with has been eager to hear the opinions of its constituents. Students who
have different opinions or suggestions
about what they think would improve
this school need to stop criticizing the
system and start participating in it.
Steven Knott is junior business

management major.
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Music | Rainfall Can’t Stop the Music
from page 5

Inch Nail’s “Closer” but rounded out their set on a power-filled
cover of The Cult’s “She Sells
Sanctuary.”
Gothos’ well-earned applause
was cut short as attention shifted
back to the main stage in anticipation of Richmond’s Murphy’s
Kids.
The band has been on the
Spaghettifest bill for the last five
years.
“Look, we’re big into ’80s
s---, for one reason or another.
It’s weird. It’s like the only thing
that everyone can agree on,” said
Charlet, an ’06 JMU graduate.
“It’s like ‘Well yeah, you know,
you’re right. Flock of Seagulls
was pretty f---ing sweet. Yeah
OK. Everybody gives the thumbs
up.’ ”
Murphy’s Kids got their
first shot after giving organizer
Mikael Glago a demo CD.
At first they weren’t accepted, but “A week later, he was like
‘Hey can you guys do 3 o’clock
on Saturday?’… Best half day of
my life,” Charlet said.
Trombone, saxophone and
trumpet exploded onto the audience, and the swelling crowd lost
its collective mind.
The spasmodic dancing usually reserved for those closest
to the stage was contagious,
and soon even the fringes of
the crowd were dancing in skainspired glee.
Lead singer, John Charlet,
parted the crowd down the middle, and as the intro to the next
song began, he slammed both
sides back together, “hugging

and fighting at the same time!”
The charging crowd collided with itself, and in the center
they churned round in a sweaty
whirlpool, falling and picking
each other back up.
The band wrapped up an
energized set to cries of “One
more! One more!” and chants of
“Murphy’s Kids! Murphy’s Kids!”
They stepped away long enough
for dramatic effect and then
roared back to the stage.
Audience members started
climbing the front of the stage,
singing along to “The Ballad of
Jack and Jill” and diving headfirst into outstretched arms. A
girl wearing a bike helmet covered in Christmas lights dove
out, yet the support that held
others vanished in time for her
to plummet to the mud.

“Let All the Rain Fall
Down” – “Mareado”
by FUTURE
By 1 p.m. Saturday, tent city
was almost awake. The area was
completely soaked through. Tarps
sagged under the weight of the
morning’s rainfall, and embers
were stoked with little hope.
The Wavos, who have the
exact same lineup as Gothos,
took the side stage in the afternoon, playing ’80s covers — The
Cult, A Flock of Seagulls, Simple
Minds — as well as some of their
original work.
The smaller audience got a little scare when a light fixture fell
on keyboardist, Gordon Smith,
but he managed to dodge the
worst of it. The tarp over the
side stage wasn’t the best, and

between songs Smith had to
sweep away the puddle pooling
beneath his synthesizer.
Around 5 p.m., during Dan
Navarro’s set, the mud people were birthed slip-and-slide
style by one of the finer puddles
beside the main stage.
Jimmie’s Chicken Shack
stepped on at 6 p.m. and brought
some of the festival’s heaviest
chords. Midway through the set,
“Dropping Anchor” was requested, and the band went ahead
with it as if the song was part of
the plan all along. They finished
on their hit single “Do Right,”
which progressed into Sublime
and Bob Marley covers.
When Midnight Spaghetti
& The Chocolate G-Strings got
started around 9:30 p.m., it had
been raining for 18 hours without pause, and besides the sea
of ponchos and shivering, one
wouldn’t have noticed. Hundreds
crowded in front of the stage and
turned the grass to mud.
They played for an hour and
a half, and the crowd danced to
every bass line and guitar solo,
every horn-section groove, every
beatbox break.
With the rain finally slowing
to a trickle, the band members of
Midnight Spaghetti closed Saturday night’s festivities by serving
spaghetti to hundreds of fans.
Spaghettifest, at its best, transcends boundaries. Bypassing
genres that divide fans from fans;
attitudes that divide bands from
fans. Members from almost every
band could be found hanging out
with their fans at the stage, under
a dripping tarp, or waiting in line
for a beerbrat.

culture | A Party Community

Evolves in the Mount Solon Woods
from page 5

together to party.
David Johnson, a JMU
junior and first-timer, came
with a group of 20 to 25 people. When asked if he came
prepared for the weather, he
said that his friend was supposed to pick up his camping
gear but forgot. “I had absolutely nothing,” Johnson said.
“I didn’t even get a blanket last
night.” He went on to say that

the weather hadn’t held them
back from their party. “I’ve
been on many adventures with
a lot of good people. We’ve all
been sharing good times. Some
local kid came by last night saying it was his birthday, so we
gave him shots. This morning
he was passed out in front of
our tent.”
It seems the party scene of
the event is what draws most.
One would think a weekend
in the woods without cops is

Dan Gorin/The Breeze

Over the course of three days and two nights, Spaghettifest fans danced between the main, side and
acoustic stages as well as the DJ tent.

sudoku

»

asking for trouble, but despite
the drug use and drunken
antics, there were no signs of
disorder.
No fights occurred, and there
were no accounts of stolen
items, since it was more reasonable just to share. Everyone
respected each other. All in all,
the event was not just about
the music; the culture was like
entering another community,
one of sharing and smokefilled tents.

Submit Darts and Pats or
Overheard at JMU

at breezejmu.org

photo contest theme

circles
DEADLINE: SAT. OCT 3, 2009 AT NOON
The Breeze wants to see your best photographic
representation of the circle.
Interpret this theme however you like.
One entry per person.
Students and faculty are eligible.
To submit, e-mail your photo and title to
breezephotography@gmail.com
Students: Include your name, year and major.
Faculty: Include your name and department.
AFTER THE SUBMISSION DEADLINE, ONLINE
VOTING BEGINS.

Sports
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Games
This Week
Men’s Soccer

American @ JMU
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

American is on a two-game
winning streak

Field hockey

Radford @ JMU
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Madison takes on this
non-conference foe

9

Sophomore
Carries JMU Past
Liberty 24-10
Corwin Acker’s Explosive 65-Yard Touchdown Seals
Game for Dukes

Volleyball

William & Mary @ JMU
Friday, 7:00 p.m.

The Dukes started out 0-2
in conference play

By Dan Lobdell
The Breeze

VCU @ JMU
Saturday, 7:00 p.m.

JMU got swept 3-0 by the
Rams last year in Richmond

women’s soccer

UNC Wilmington @ JMU
Friday, 7:00 p.m.

Madison shutout the
Seahawks last season

women’s soccer

Georgia State @ JMU
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.

Corky Julien recorded a hat
trick against the Panthers

Meet the
Player

robert boag/The Breeze

Sophomore running back Corwin Acker had a career-day for the Dukes as he
rushed for 147 yards and two fourth quarter touchdowns on 12 carries.

JMU fans were cringing when starting tailback Jamal Sullivan went down
on the first drive of the third quarter.
Sullivan was upended after receiving
an option pitch from quarterback Drew
Dudzik. The junior was carried off the
field clutching his left knee, which had
been nailed by Liberty’s Tim Torrence.
“I was pretty much just expecting to
be blocking for Jamal most of the day,”
Acker said. “They threw me in there. It
was just like ‘Alright it’s time to go.’ Like
I worked all year for this; it’s my chance.
Time to shine.”
But sophomore Corwin Acker
stepped up in his first extended action
of the year with 12 carries for 147 yards
and two touchdowns.
The first score was a play that the
Maryland native bounced outside and
showed off his incendiary speed down
the left sideline, scoring 65 yards virtually untouched.
That play came right after Liberty’s
Matt Bevins drilled a 27-yard field goal
to knot the game at 10 all.

Acker, who was recruited by Football
Bowl Subdivision schools because of
his speed, showed it off on the first play
of the drive. After receiving the shotgun
handoff, the sophomore immediately
cut outside before even reaching the
line of scrimmage and raced down the
sideline.
“Just going by what my eyes saw,”
Acker said. “When I rushed off corner,
the end getting blocked down on and I
just felt like I could outrun him.”
Liberty answered with an eight-play
drive, but could not convert a thirdand-12 from the JMU 34. Quarterback
Mike Beecher rolled to his left on the
play and launched a deep pass down
the left sideline to Mike Summers.
But Liberty’s starter got nailed on
the play by JMU defensive end Arthur
Moats, knocking Beecher’s helmet off
and bloodying his chin.
The pass fell incomplete as well, as
Mike Summers caught the ball but
landed out of bounds of the play.
Flames coach Danny Rocco was
incensed that the officials had not called

see liberty, page 10

Colonial Athletic Association
Football Roundup

South

No. 1 Richmond 38, VMI 28

The reigning national champion Spiders made it 13 in a row
with a closer-than-expected win over VMI. Senior quarterback Eric Ward threw for three touchdowns and 394 yards.
The No. 1 team in the country is idle this Saturday in preparation for a showdown at No. 6 JMU on Oct. 10.

Jason Gannon
Men’s Soccer
Sophomore, Marketing
Vienna, Virginia

What team would you like to play
soccer for?
Liverpool, always been my
favorite team.
Plans after college?

Go to graduate school and California. Hopefully get a job.

If you could meet any celebrity, who
would it be?
Megan Fox because of her great
personality.

What do you look for in a girl?
She can’t be dumb (that’s the
biggest turn off). She has to have
a great personality and sense of
humor.
Any hobbies?
I enjoy playing/watching pretty
much all sports—I especially like
watching football.

No. 2 Villanova 56, Northeastern 7

The Wildcats ran all over the Huskies, piling up 410
yards on the ground. Junior running back Aaron Ball ran
for 109 yards and a touchdown on just seven carries and
was one of six Wildcats to score. NU is winless and has
been outscored 165-35 in four games. VU will host No. 5
William & Mary on Saturday in the first-ever nationally
televised conference game at 3:30 p.m. on VERSUS. NU
hosts Holy Cross (3-0).

No. 5 William & Mary 30, Delaware 20

The Tribe held of the Fighting Blue Hens with careerbest yardage from senior quarterback R.J. Archer and
junior wide receiver Chase Hill. Archer threw for 313
yards and Hill’s six catches accounted for 148 yards and
two touchdowns. Delaware’s Pat Devlin threw for 302
yards and three TDs, but the Hens rushed for minus-2
yards on 18 carries. The Tribe plays at Villanova on
Saturday; The Hens are at Maine.

North
No. 6 New Hampshire 44, Dartmouth 14

Dream vacation spot?

The Wildcats broke it open in the second half with The
Big Green down six in the third quarter. UNH forced
four turnovers and spread the wealth on offense, using
two quarterbacks, rushing with 10 different players and
completing passes to 11 players. The Wildcats are at
Towson on Saturday.

Dream car?

No. 15 Massachusetts 44, Stony Brook 17

Favorite sports team?

I like to play lacrosse and any other
sport.
Spain, to run with the bulls.
F150, jacked up 6-inches. Black
with black rims, V8 and a bangin’
sound system.

Angelina Jolie or Jennifer Aniston?
Jennifer Aniston, she’s so cute.

Any fears?

I don’t do snakes.

What did you want to be when you
were little?
Zookeeper.

What are you currently stressing
about?

I have several tests this week and I
lost my wallet on Friday. I just got a
new license and JAC card, too.

Favorite childhood cartoon?
Rugrats.

What do you eat for breakfast?

Bacon, egg and cheeses made by
Christian McLaughlin.

Any pre-game rituals?

I always put tape over my Livestrong
bracelet because I’m not supposed
to wear it but I’ve had it on for 6
years.

What is your favorite place on
campus?

I love Dukes and Top Dog; great
food.

The Minutemen beat the Seawolves through the air,
on the ground and with their kicker’s foot in a decisive
home victory. UMass sophomore tailback rushed for
140 yards and three TDs in his first career start. Senior
fullback Chris Zardas also scored twice on the ground
and senior kicker Armando Cuko hit three field goals.
UMass is idle before playing at Delaware on Oct. 10.

CURRENT CAA FOOTBALL STANDINGS

NORTH CAA Record
Massachusetts
1-0
Maine
1-0
New Hampshire
0-0
Hofsta
0-1
Rhode Island
0-1
Northeasten
0-2

Overall
Record
3-1
2-2
3-0
2-2
1-2
0-4

Overall
Home
3-0
1-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
0-2

Overall
Away
0-1
1-2
1-0
1-2
0-2
0-2

Overall
Streak
W3
L2
W3
L2
L2
L4

SOUTH CAA Record
Richmond
2-0
Villanova
1-0
William & Mary
1-0
James Madison
0-0
Towson
0-0
Delaware
0-2

Overall
Record
4-0
4-0
4-0
2-1
1-2
2-2

Overall
Home
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-0
2-1

Overall
Away
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-1
0-2
0-1

Overall
Streak
W4
W4
W4
W2
L1
L1

Morgan State 12, Towson 9

The Tigers held a 6-0 lead in the first quarter before a blocked extrapoint was returned 100 yards for the Bears’ first two points. Morgan
State took a 12-3 lead into the half and Towson couldn’t recover. The
Tigers host New Hampshire on Saturday.

No. 7 James Madison 24, No. 25 Liberty 10

The Dukes splashed through a downpour in Lynchburg, breaking
a 10-10 fourth quarter tie. JMU sophomore tailback Corwin Acker
rushed for 147 yards and scored two touchdowns in the final period.
JMU junior quarterback Drew Dudzik led all four scoring drives,
but split time with freshman Justin Thorpe in the first half. JMU is at
Hofstra on Saturday.

Dukes Turn to Star
For Overtime Win

Senior Corky Julien buries shot inside left post to
break tie with CAA foe Towson

Syracuse 41, Maine 24

The Black Bears gave the Orange a run, at least in the
first half. Thanks to conversions on two onside kicks and
two fake punts, Maine took a 17-13 lead before penalties
and Syracuse quarterback Greg Paulus took over. The
former Duke basketball player threw for 270 yards and
two touchdowns. Maine hosts Delaware on Saturday.

Western Michigan 24, Hofstra 10

The Pride hung touch in Kalamazoo, Mich., but the
Broncos, led by quarterback Tim Hiller, proved too
much. Hiller picked Hofstra’s defense apart, completing
34 of 43 passes for 338 yards and two touchdowns.
Hofstra hosts JMU on Saturday. The Dukes stomped The
Pride in Harrisonburg last year, 56-0.

Connecticut 52, Rhode Island 10

The Rams weren’t much of a match for the Big East
school. Rhode Island junior quarterback Chris PaulEtienne hit sophomore Ty Bynum for a 66-yard
touchdown in the first quarter. UConn outgained the
Rams 488 yards to 148 yards. The Rams will host in-state
rival Brown on Saturday.

David casterline/The Breeze

JMU improved to 6-2 (2-0 in CAA) with a 3-2 win over Towson in overtime. Senior
forward Corky Julien scored at the 4:41 mark of the 10-minute sudden-victory period.
The Tigers forced extra time with a goal in the last minute of regulation.
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LIBERTY | Matthews Pleased With Team’s Performance in Running Game
from page 9

a helmet-to-helmet on the play, which
would have been a-yard penalty and
an automatic first down for Liberty.
“What I think it was was helmetto-helmet,” Rocco said. “The call is
designed to protect the quarterback,
and in my humble opinion, they missed
that call.”
Rocco elected to punt and Mike Larsson pinned JMU at its own five. Liberty’s
defense forced a three-and-out, and

JMU junior Matt Goff came on to punt.
The play was almost a disaster for the
Dukes, as the snap bounced off the turf.
But Goff reacted quickly, picking up the
ball and recovering by booting the ball
down the field.
His punt bounced all the way to Liberty’s -yard line. The -yard boot
was the eighth longest punt in Madison history.
“I don’t think there was any question
that the punt was probably the big play
in the game,” Matthews said. “It flipped

the field.”
After two plays netted the Flames
only three yards, Rocco called a timeout. Faced with a third and seven at the
, Beecher’s pass to Aldreakis Allen fell
incomplete.
Liberty forced JMU to punt again,
but the Flames fared even worse this
time around. Beecher threw incomplete, then fumbled on sack by Moats
after evading the first two charging
defenders.
Junior free safety Griff Yancey sealed

the deal on the next play, intercepting Beecher’s overthrown pass to the
middle of the field and returning it 
yards.
Looking to run out the clock, JMU ran
the ball on a first-and- at the -yard
line. But Acker could not be stopped,
breaking free of a gang tackle to score
for the second time.
In the first half, both of Madison’s
scoring drives came with Dudzik at
quarterback. The Centerville native got
the start after coming off the bench last

week.
Liberty fell to - all-time record
against ranked teams after failing to
rush for  yards for the second time
this season.
Matthews, who had berated his
team’s run game after last week’s victory over VMI, was pleased with the
Dukes  yards on the ground, its
highest total thus far.
Madison only attempted eight passes,
because of the poor weather conditions,
two of which were intercepted.

Weekend Stretch: Hockey Goes 1-1 at Home

PATRICK HAGGERTY/contributing photographer

JMU Field Hockey and Dolores de Rooij lost Sunday 2-1 against the Delaware Blue Hens. It was the Dukes first loss against a Colonial Athletic Association opponent in 16 tries dating back to 2007. The Dukes beat Towson
for the 15th straight time with a 2-1 victory Friday.

Breeze News Tips
Contact the Breeze news department at breezenews@gmail.com
Interested in covering the news? write for us and learn more about your campus.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Will giveaway $100 CASH to one lucky person
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt

THURSDAY October 1st NOON
In front of D-HALL
FOR ALL THOSE NEW TO JMU...YES, THIS IS FOR REAL!!!
Need a FREE T-Shirt visit us at 75 Court Square Downtown next to Bank of America
Check us out at mchonejewelry.com
and join us on facebook.com for even more giveaways

1-"5*/6.DUT%JBNPOE3JOH
$FOUFS%JBNPOE.BSRVJTF$VUDUT4**



Classifieds
Great Houses available 201011 See all of our available
properties at www.castleproperty.
com. (540) 564-2659
feeling cramped Not after you
look at www.castleproperty.com
and see our spacious houses that
our available for 2010-20111.
(540) 564-2659
Six Bedroom Houses very
nice, well maintained, owner
managed. (540) 568-3068
House for rent precious cottage
style home, 2 bdrm, large
yard, lawn care included, all
appliances, storage bldg, located
off south main street, close to
JMU. No pets, no smoking (540)
433-0232 (540) 433-8949
large one bedroom apartment
Close to campus, full kithcen,
W D, AC, no pets. www.
dogwoodcommons.com $525,
(540) 433-1569
Apartment for Rent 1 bedroom/1
bath with washer/dryer. Close
to JMU, small complex in quiet
neighborhood. Pets allowed and
lease negotiable. $500/month
(540) 833-6104
Attention religious, academic or

social organizations. Looking for
a great house? We have several
choices for your group. From 5-10
bedrooms, large rooms, yards,
porches, and basement meeting
rooms. Visit our website www.
castleproperty.com for availability,
photos, ﬂoor plans and prices
(540) 564-2659

Survey Takers Needed:
Make $5-$25 per survey.
GetPaidToThink.com.

sublease at a discount Sunchase
Annex apartment open for
sublease Spring 2010 semester.
Willing to negotiate prices.
Currently $430 plus utilities...
But willing to discount!! (703)
851-0547

BARTENDING CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com,
ﬂexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971

Models Wanted Seeking Male and
Female models, actors/actresses.
Local, professional talent agency.
Pay equal to ability. (540) 4784163

Horseback Riding Horses for
leasing, lessons. Boarding
available. Show riders especially
sought. (540) 833 2311

&#9658;&#9658;BARTENDING
$300/ POTENTIAL
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. (540) 434-6060 JMU -- Come and
join us Friday morning to kick
TRAINING AVAILABLE 1-800off Parents Weekend with a golf
965-6520 EXT212
tournament that supports the Boys
and Girls Club of Harrisonburg
A wildlife/natural resource
and Rockingham County.
research ﬁrm is hiring
professional, reliable employees
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT?
to conduct telephone research
WE OFFER A VARIETY
surveys (NO SALES). Part-time
or full-time available; open 7 days, OF EMPLOYMENT &
evening hours; schedule may vary PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CONTACT US TODAY @ 540slightly based on project needs;
292-3369 OR
must work alternate weekends;
Apply at Responsive Management VISIT US ON-LINE AT
WWW.
130 Franklin St.. EOE; (www.
PIERHOSPITALITYSERVICES.
responsivemanagement.com),
COM
(540) 432-1888
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Serving James Madison University Since 1922

PHOTO CONTEST THEME:

CIRCLES
SEND YOUR SUBMISSION TO
BREEZEPHOTOGRAPHY@GMAIL.COM

CHECK OUT PAGE 8 FOR
MORE INFORMATION

STARTING OCTOBER 1ST

CAMPUS
OUTFIT

(540) 434-3620

810 Port Republic Rd.
Behind Campus Corner convenience store
(”Neighbors” lower level)

BUY 1ST PURCHASE,
GET 2ND 50% OFF
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE.
Valid through 10/4 with both ads.

YOUR SOURCE FOR BREAKING
NEWS, WEB EXCLUSIVES, PHOTO
SLIDESHOWS, VIDEOS
AND MORE

» breezejmu.org

Check out our specials
for Homecoming and
Family Weekend!

We want you.
Write for the Breeze
News, Life, Sports, Opinion
Contact breezepress@gmail.com
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